**Wednesday 3rd June**

Today we are going to practice adding using the column method. Sometimes you may need to rename. The video on the link below is quite helpful if you want to watch it, and there is an example from our maths books below too. I have also added one I have done myself.

If you haven’t used the column method for a while you may want to use cubes/lego pieces/pasta to remind yourself what renaming actually is to understand the method fully. Any questions please do ask us on email.

sycamore@linsladelower.beds.sch.uk

There are two worksheets today – one with renaming, and one without. Please try both.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=addition+with+renaming+video&docid=607995673306402058&mid=A7DDB0F8CE6891D55D35A7DDB0F8CE6891D55D35&view=detail&FORM=VIRE